Guidance for parents (Open Meets / Training)

Individual entries
Ensure your child knows what they are swimming in each session. We would advise you to write this
down and stick it on their lunch box or attach it to their bag as this will help them during the warm
up and calm the stress levels.
Poolside
Please reminder that the coaching team and poolside helpers will not be able to chase/find any
swimmer who is not on poolside and ready for their event. Also, ensure as usual, that all swimmers
are aware of what they are swimming in each session to ensure that their warm-up is appropriate. If
any swimmer needs to leave poolside please always check with the coaches/poolside helpers. No
camping chairs are allowed on poolside unless specifically stated in the details of the meet.
Warm up
It is always important to attend the warm up at the open meet. This will get you use to pool/ blocks.
The warm up will also be marshalled by a Coach/ Poolside Helper. They are responsibility for the
safety of the swimmers in the pool and therefore it is important to always listen to their instructions
before you enter the water.
You are not allowed to dive into the water at the start of the warm up, swimmers must always jump
in. The coach will always instruct swimmers when to enter the water to ensure that the environment
remains safe.
There will always be a short time for the swimmers to be able to swim for 5-10 minutes (instructions
on what to do will always be communicated by the coach) and then swimmers will be instructed to
be able to practice their diving. Swimmers normally have the chance to perform 1 or 2 dives to get
used to the blocks. This is a reason why it is important to know what you are swimming in each
session.
Once the warm up has been completed swimmers will be told to go back to the club area and put
their clothes back on and stretch / roll / use thea bands so they are ready for their races. It is
important that at this point to have some fluid and a small snack (banana / Jaffa cake/ jelly babies)
to keep the energy levels up.
No fins are allowed during the warm up as they will destroy the timing pads so at any level this is not
encouraged. If you are in a different warm down pool with no timing pads then they may allow this.
Equipment to bring







2/3 towels
Sharks T-shirt (or other)
Joggers /Shorts / Jumper
Race Suits, Training Suits / Jammers, Training shorts
Flip Flops / Trainers
Sharks Silver hat & a spare just in case






Goggles & a spare pair just in case
Small draw string bag or other appropriate bay to take spare goggles / hats & water bottles
up to the blocks
Drink bottles
Rollers / Thera bands if appropriate (for certain squads)

Viewing area
Please remember to bring money to be able to get into the viewing area of all meets. The viewing
areas can get very hot so parents, I would also advise you to bring plenty of drinks. Any swimmers
who are wanting to go into the gallery must be dry, clothed and with appropriate shoes on.
Food & Drink guidance
There are to be no NUTS on poolside as we have swimmers who have serious allergies. We suggest
bringing pasta/sandwiches/Jaffa cakes/ bananas/dried fruit/chocolate milkshake/bananas and
plenty to drink (no fizzy drinks) for the duration of the meet. Always remember to bring more food
for when the races have finished as the swimmers will be very hungry. Hydration is very important
so please encourage your swimmer to drink regularly throughout the open meet. I would suggest
bringing a very weak juice with a pinch of salt, (you will not taste the salt), as this will help to keep
swimmers hydrated and the energy levels up!

After the meet / Training
Remember the golden Window! 10-20 minutes of finishing a race or training /competing at
a Meet you need PROTEIN to repair the muscles, here are some suggestions for you to
try!!!

If you have completed a practical hard session or competed at an Open meet all weekend
you might want to try lying in an Epson Salt Bath for 20 minutes as this helps ease the
muscles as well as rolling and stretching out! Remember everything you do off poolside can
also help in the pool! Please check the information at the back of the packet before using it.

Car Parking
Car parking is not free at Open Meets so please ensure you bring change for parking and we would
suggest leaving with extra time for car parking.
Hats / Goggles
I would recommend that all swimmers wear their goggles underneath their hats. Aa a suggestion,
wear a thinner hat on the head, then the goggles and then the Sharks hat on top. This allows for a
more streamline position whist swimming and is more professional. If you need a Sharks Silver hat,
please contact the club shop by email: clubshop@stratfordsharksasc.co.uk
Ensure you bring a spare hat and goggles for the gala and take these up to the blocks/ when you are
racing in a smaller draw string bag as mentioned above.
Jammers/Race Suits

Jammers / Race Suits; it is important to take these off and change in to a training costume if you
have a long gap between races. This will allow the shoulders and hips some room to ‘breath’ and not
get tensed up with being held in the tightness of the suits. If you do not have enough time between
races, particularly for the female swimmers, a bikini top can be put on and the race suit taken down
to the stomach to ease of the shoulders. It is about looking ahead of when you are swimming next
and allowing your body the least amount of time in the suits as this can cause issues when the
swimmer begins to race. Talc is useful to put in the bag to ensure that when the suits/jammers need
to be put back on that the body is as dry as possible. I would recommend that no race suits are used
during the warm up if you have a while to wait for your race.
Please ensure that jumpers and trousers are brought and worn on poolside between races as
swimmers will get cold and therefore this again can affect your races. Swimmers must also wear flip
flop/trainers when walking around outside and off poolside.

Communication throughout the Meet
Details if needed will be posted on our social media pages on Facebook and Twitter

https://www.facebook.com/sharkscompetitive/
https://www.facebook.com/StratfordSharksMasters/notifications/
https://www.facebook.com/sharksacademygroup/

@TeamSharks

